
 

 

11.. If I had a lot of money, I 

_______________________________ . 

 

aa)) will buy a flat in New York 

bb)) would buy a flat in New York 

cc)) am buying a flat in New York 

dd)) buy a flat in New York 

 

 

 

22.. If he lived in  a small village, he would 

_______________________ . 

 

aa)) feed the sheep and cows 

bb)) go to the shopping mall 

cc)) take the subway 

dd)) stay in a skyscraper 

 

 

 

33.. If my father didn't have a job, he   

_______________________ . 

 

aa)) could live in a big house 

bb)) couldn't watch TV 

cc)) could buy a yatch 

dd)) couldn't pay for the bills 

 

 

 

44.. If we had bread, sausage, tomato and 

onion, we would  _________________ . 

 

aa)) sleep before dinner 

bb)) watch a comedy 

cc)) drink tea or coffee 

dd)) make a sandwich 

 

 

 

55.. If she went to Australia,  she 

______________________ . 

 

aa)) can see the kangaroos  

bb)) will see the kangaroos 

cc)) would see the kangaroos 

dd)) sees the kangaroos 

 

 

 

66.. I would take him for a walk everyday, 

if I ____________________ . 

 

aa)) have a pet dog 

bb)) will have a pet dog 

cc)) had a pet dog 

dd)) am having a pet dog 

 

 

 

77.. If I were an animal, I  

_____________________ . 

 

aa)) would be a lion  

bb)) will be a lion 

cc)) can be a lion 

dd)) am a lion 

 

 

 

88.. I wouldn't invite Jenny, if I  

________________________ . 

 

aa)) organize a party  

bb)) organized a party 

cc)) will organize a party 

dd)) would organize a party 

 

 

 

99.. Mike would cycle to school,                

if he __________________ . 

 

aa)) had some homework  

bb)) had a bicycle 

cc)) had a good book 

dd)) had a gold medal 

 

 

 

1100.. I would play the saxophone, if I 

___________________________ . 

 

aa)) were a musician  

bb)) will be a musician 

cc)) can be a musician 

dd)) am a musician 

 

CCOONNDDIITTIIOONNAALLSS  TTYYPPEE  TTWWOO  MMUULLTTIIPPLLEE  CCHHOOIICCEE  QQUUIIZZ  
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1111.. If the rain stopped, we would 

_____________________ . 

 

aa)) vacuum the carpet 

bb)) make a cake 

cc)) watch a DVD 

dd)) go out for a walk 

 

 

 

1122.. If David were a good student, he 

_______________________ . 

 

aa)) doesn't cheat in the exam 

bb)) won't cheat in the exam 

cc)) wouldn't cheat in the exam 

dd)) isn't cheating in the exam 

 

 

 

1133.. Luke wouldn't get such bad marks, if 

he  _________________________ . 

 

aa)) studied hard enough 

bb)) studies hard enough 

cc)) will study hard enough 

dd)) is studying hard enough 

 

 

 

1144.. If my sister  won the lottery, she 

_______________________ . 

 

aa)) would be so poor 

bb)) would be so upset 

cc)) would be so tired 

dd)) would be so pleased 

 

 

 

1155.. They could win the competition, if 

they __________________ . 

 

aa)) practise more  

bb)) practised more  

cc)) will practise more  

dd)) are practising more 

 

 

 

1166.. Marilyn would be very proud, if she  

__________________ . 

 

aa)) failed in the test 

bb)) lost the game 

cc)) graduated from school 

dd)) broke the vase 

 

 

 

1177.. If Max didn't have to work, he  

____________________ . 

 

aa)) goes to bed 

bb)) will go to bed 

cc)) would go to bed 

dd)) is going to bed 

 

 

 

1188.. ___________________, if you found a 

hundred dollar bill? 

 

aa)) What do you do  

bb)) What are you doing 

cc)) What will you do 

dd)) What would you do 

 

 

 

1199.. If Thomas _____________________ , 

he would play in the school basketball 

team. 

 

aa)) is a tall boy  

bb)) were a tall boy 

cc)) will be a tall boy 

dd)) can be a tall boy 

 

 

 

2200.. If my modem weren't broken down, I 

would  ________________ . 

 

aa)) send you an email 

bb)) play the piano 

cc)) eat something 

dd)) cook dinner  
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AANNSSWWEERR  KKEEYY  
1. b 

2. a 

3. d 

4. d 

5. c 

6. c 

7. a 

8. b 

9. b 

10. a 

11. d 

12. c 

13. a 

14. d 

15. b 

16. c 

17. c 

18. d 

19. b 

20. a 
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